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Buying and selling 
vehicles can be 

hard work ...

... doing the checks 
and paperwork 

doesn’t have to be

At last - accurate appraisal forms every time... Thanks MotorWeb!

Dougal Cockram, Gary Cockram Ltd, Christchurch

My experience with the recently upgraded Motorweb site has been nothing but positive 
with the automatic history check proving very cost effective by identifying not only 
what enquiry was made but also when it was made thus eliminating duplication. An 

already easy to use layout has been improved with more functions available from one 
page including make and model searches in addition to the usual registration search.

Tony Morgan, Dealer Principal, Coutts Mercedes Benz

The VIR is a very simple and effective process for us when we are trading or 
purchasing vehicles. The VIR’s automatic analysis of a vehicle’s history takes 

away any room for human error and adds great value to the report. We are able 
to tell straight away if there is anything we need to know about, and we also 

have all the correct vehicle details for further use.

Dave Murphy, Used Vehicle Sales Manager, Giltrap City Toyota, Mt Wellington



Thousands of motor vehicle traders 

MotorWeb’s aim is simple: To make it easier 

for you to buy and sell vehicles.

Whether it be providing the best vehicle check 

available – the VIR, allowing you to perform 

LTNZ change of ownership transactions, or 

producing mandatory CIN windowcards and 

Fuel Saver labels, we’ll help you produce 

accurate and professional vehicle 

documentation, every time, 24/7.

Buying and selling vehicles can be hard work, 

doing the checks and paperwork doesn’t have 

to be.

 

“Every good trader deserves MotorWeb!”
John Pickford, Director, Papakura Toyota, Auckland

rely on us to make business easier. 

Check Vehicles and Customers

VIR 
“Never buy a car without a VIR”. Make informed buying decisions 
with the most comprehensive report available on a vehicle’s legal 
status and registered ownership history.

Motorcheck 
Get the current registered owner and vehicle 
details for updating records and processing 
other transactions.

Debtor Search 
Check what other secured financial 
commitments a customer may have before lending money on 
vehicles.

Driver Check
Loan cars or test drives, instantly confirm your customer’s driver 
license details are accurate and valid. Don’t get caught out by a 
disqualified or suspended driver.

Meet your Legal Requirements

MR13C
Change vehicles into your name with Land Transport NZ 
electronically. Exempt your vehicles from continuous licensing.

CIN Windowcard
Produce a CIN windowcard at the click of a button and comply 
with the MVSA. Add extras and features and promote your 
finance, warranty and service offerings. FREE from every VIR or 
Motorcheck.

Fuelsaver Certificate 
It’s compulsory for Registered Motor 
Vehicle Traders to display Fuelsaver 
Certificates on all cars for sale. If you 
are a MotorWeb customer you don’t 
need to do a thing; the appropriate 
certificate will be automatically 
produced every time a CIN is 
produced.

MR13B Change of Ownership 
Use the real-time change of ownership service to put vehicles 
into your Customers name 24/7, from the convenience of your 
own premises. Instant and easy. No delays.

Produce your Documentation

Valuation Certificates
Present customers with a professional image of your company 
by using accurate valuation certificates designed specifically for 
the task.

Appraisal Forms
It takes just seconds for our ‘vehicle specific 
appraisals’ to pre-load vendor and vehicle 
details. Accurate and professional appraisal 
forms every time!

Purchase agreement
Create a legal purchase (buy-in) agreement 
for any vehicle you buy. No data entry, and 
FREE from every VIR report.

Sale Agreement
Complete the legal sale document simply and 
accurately with minimal data entry, automatic calculation of 
financial details  and vehicle information all done for you. FREE 
from every VIR.

Loan Car and Test Drive Form
Next time you loan a vehicle, ensure an accurate and legally 
sound agreement is in place. Add your own specific terms and 
conditions and even validate their drivers licence.

PROTECTA Warranties
Generate extra profit by selling PRoTECTA’s Mechanical 
breakdown insurance real-time via MotorWeb. 

PPSR Registration
Protect your vehicles and your rights by registering a security  
on the PPSR in one simple step. Do not lose your legal rights  
to a vehicle.


